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BuiltBuilt--In SelfIn Self--TestingTesting
Pattern Generation and Pattern Generation and 
Response CompactionResponse Compaction

n Motivation and economicsMotivation and economics
n DefinitionsDefinitions
n BuiltBuilt -- in selfin self--testingtesting (BIST) process(BIST) process
n BIST BIST pattern generation pattern generation (PG)(PG)
n BIST BIST response compaction response compaction (RC)(RC)
n Aliasing Aliasing probabilityprobability
n ExampleExample
n SummarySummary

BIST MotivationBIST Motivation
n Useful for field test and diagnosis (less Useful for field test and diagnosis (less 

expensive than a local automatic test expensive than a local automatic test 
equipment)equipment)

n Software tests for field test and diagnosis:Software tests for field test and diagnosis:
§ Low hardware fault coverageLow hardware fault coverage
§ Low diagnostic resolutionLow diagnostic resolution
§ Slow to operateSlow to operate

n Hardware BIST benefits:Hardware BIST benefits:
§ Lower system test effortLower system test effort
§ Improved system maintenance and Improved system maintenance and 

repairrepair
§ Improved component repairImproved component repair
§ Better diagnosisBetter diagnosis

Costly Test Problems Costly Test Problems 
Alleviated by BISTAlleviated by BIST

n Increasing chip logicIncreasing chip logic--toto-- pin ratio pin ratio –– harder harder 
observabilityobservability

n Increasingly dense devices and faster clocksIncreasingly dense devices and faster clocks
n Increasing test generation and application timesIncreasing test generation and application times
n Increasing size of test vectors stored in ATEIncreasing size of test vectors stored in ATE
n Expensive ATE needed for 1 GHz clocking chips Expensive ATE needed for 1 GHz clocking chips 
n Hard testability insertion Hard testability insertion –– designers unfamiliar designers unfamiliar 

with gatewith gate-- level logic, since they design at level logic, since they design at 
behavioral levelbehavioral level

n InIn--circuit testingcircuit testing no longer technically feasibleno longer technically feasible
n Shortage of test engineersShortage of test engineers
n Circuit testing cannot be easily partitionedCircuit testing cannot be easily partitioned

Typical Quality Typical Quality 
RequirementsRequirements

n 98% single stuck98% single stuck--at fault coverageat fault coverage
n 100% interconnect fault coverage100% interconnect fault coverage
n Reject ratio Reject ratio –– 1 in 100,0001 in 100,000

DesignDesign
and testand test
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+   Cost increase+   Cost increase
-- Cost savingCost saving

+/+/-- Cost increase may balance cost reductionCost increase may balance cost reduction

Benefits and Costs of Benefits and Costs of 
BIST with DFTBIST with DFT

Economics – BIST Costs
§ Chip area overhead for:Chip area overhead for:

nTest controllerTest controller
nHardware pattern generatorHardware pattern generator
nHardware response compacterHardware response compacter
nTesting of BIST hardwareTesting of BIST hardware

§ Pin overhead Pin overhead ---- At least 1 pin needed to At least 1 pin needed to 
activate BIST operationactivate BIST operation
§ Performance overhead Performance overhead –– extra path delays due extra path delays due 

to BISTto BIST
§ Yield lossYield loss –– due to increased chip area or more due to increased chip area or more 

chips In system because of BISTchips In system because of BIST
§ Reliability reduction Reliability reduction –– due to increased areadue to increased area
§ Increased BIST hardware complexity Increased BIST hardware complexity ––

happens when BIST hardware is made testablehappens when BIST hardware is made testable
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BIST BenefitsBIST Benefits
n Faults tested:Faults tested:
§ Single combinational / sequential stuckSingle combinational / sequential stuck--at at 

faultsfaults
§ Delay faultsDelay faults
§ Single stuckSingle stuck-- at faults in BIST hardwareat faults in BIST hardware

n BIST benefitsBIST benefits
§ Reduced testing and maintenance costReduced testing and maintenance cost
§ Lower test generation costLower test generation cost
§ Reduced storage / maintenance of test patternsReduced storage / maintenance of test patterns
§ Simpler and less expensive ATESimpler and less expensive ATE
§ Can test many units in parallelCan test many units in parallel
§ Shorter test application timesShorter test application times
§ Can test at functional system speedCan test at functional system speed

DefinitionsDefinitions
n BILBO BILBO –– BuiltBuilt -- in logic block observerin logic block observer , extra , extra 

hardware added to fliphardware added to flip --flops so they can be flops so they can be 
reconfigured as an LFSR pattern generator or reconfigured as an LFSR pattern generator or 
response compacter, a scan chain, or as flipresponse compacter, a scan chain, or as flip --
flopsflops

n ConcurrentConcurrent testing testing –– Testing process that Testing process that 
detects faults during normal system operationdetects faults during normal system operation

n CUT CUT –– CircuitCircuit --underunder --testtest
n Exhaustive testingExhaustive testing –– Apply all possible Apply all possible 22 nn

patterns to a circuit with patterns to a circuit with nn inputsinputs
n Irreducible polynomial Irreducible polynomial –– Boolean polynomial that Boolean polynomial that 

cannot be factoredcannot be factored
n LFSR LFSR –– Linear feedback shift register, Linear feedback shift register, hardware hardware 

that generates pseudothat generates pseudo--random pattern sequencerandom pattern sequence

More DefinitionsMore Definitions
n Primitive polynomial Primitive polynomial –– Boolean polynomialBoolean polynomial p p 

(x)(x) that can be used to compute increasing that can be used to compute increasing 
powerspowers nn ofof xxnn modulo p (x)modulo p (x) to obtain all to obtain all 
possible nonpossible non-- zero polynomials of degree less zero polynomials of degree less 
thanthan p (x)p (x)

n PseudoPseudo-- exhaustive testingexhaustive testing –– Break circuit Break circuit 
into small, overlapping blocks and test each into small, overlapping blocks and test each 
exhaustivelyexhaustively

n PseudoPseudo-- random testingrandom testing –– Algorithmic pattern Algorithmic pattern 
generator that produces a subset of all generator that produces a subset of all 
possible tests with most of the properties of possible tests with most of the properties of 
randomlyrandomly--generated patternsgenerated patterns

n SignatureSignature –– Any statistical circuit property Any statistical circuit property 
distinguishing between bad and good circuitsdistinguishing between bad and good circuits

n TPG TPG –– Hardware Hardware test pattern generatortest pattern generator

BIST ProcessBIST Process

n Test controllerTest controller –– Hardware that activates selfHardware that activates self --
test simultaneously on all PCBstest simultaneously on all PCBs

n Each board controller activates parallel chip BIST Each board controller activates parallel chip BIST 
Diagnosis effective only if very high fault Diagnosis effective only if very high fault 
coveragecoverage

BIST ArchitectureBIST Architecture

n Note: BIST cannot test wires and transistors:Note: BIST cannot test wires and transistors:
§ From PI pins to Input MUXFrom PI pins to Input MUX
§ From POs to output pinsFrom POs to output pins

BILBO BILBO –– Works as Both a Works as Both a 
PG and a RCPG and a RC

n BuiltBuilt -- in Logic Block Observerin Logic Block Observer (BILBO) (BILBO) ---- 4 modes:4 modes:
1.1. FlipFlip--flopflop
2.2. LFSR pattern generatorLFSR pattern generator
3.3. LFSR response compacterLFSR response compacter
4.4. Scan chain for flipScan chain for flip --flopsflops
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Complex BIST ArchitectureComplex BIST Architecture

n Testing epoch I:Testing epoch I:
§ LFSR1 generates tests for CUT1 and CUT2LFSR1 generates tests for CUT1 and CUT2
§ BILBO2 (LFSR3) compacts  CUT1 (CUT2) BILBO2 (LFSR3) compacts  CUT1 (CUT2) 

n Testing epoch II:Testing epoch II:
§ BILBO2 generates test patterns for CUT3BILBO2 generates test patterns for CUT3
§ LFSR3 compacts CUT3 responseLFSR3 compacts CUT3 response

BusBus--Based BIST ArchitectureBased BIST Architecture

n SelfSelf --test controltest control broadcasts patterns to each broadcasts patterns to each 
CUT over bus CUT over bus –– parallel pattern generationparallel pattern generation

n Awaits bus transactions showing Awaits bus transactions showing CUT’s CUT’s 
responses to the patterns: serialized compactionresponses to the patterns: serialized compaction

Pattern GenerationPattern Generation
n Store in ROM Store in ROM –– too expensivetoo expensive
n ExhaustiveExhaustive
n PseudoPseudo-- exhaustiveexhaustive
n PseudoPseudo-- randomrandom (LFSR) (LFSR) –– Preferred methodPreferred method
n Binary counters Binary counters –– use more hardware than use more hardware than 

LFSRLFSR
n Modified countersModified counters
n Test pattern Test pattern augmentationaugmentation
§ LFSR combined with a few patterns in LFSR combined with a few patterns in 

ROMROM
§ HardwareHardware diffracterdiffracter –– generates pattern generates pattern 

cluster in neighborhood of pattern stored cluster in neighborhood of pattern stored 
in ROMin ROM

Exhaustive Pattern Exhaustive Pattern 
GenerationGeneration

n Shows that every state and transition worksShows that every state and transition works
n For For nn -- input circuits, requires all input circuits, requires all 22nn vectorsvectors
n Impractical for Impractical for nn > 20> 20

PseudoPseudo--Exhaustive Exhaustive 
MethodMethod

n Partition large circuit into Partition large circuit into fanin fanin conescones
§ Backtrace Backtrace from each PO to PIs influencing itfrom each PO to PIs influencing it
§ Test Test fanin fanin cones in parallelcones in parallel

n Reduced # of tests from Reduced # of tests from 2288 = 256= 256 to to 2255 x 2 = 64x 2 = 64
§ Incomplete fault coverageIncomplete fault coverage

PseudoPseudo--Exhaustive Exhaustive 
Pattern GenerationPattern Generation
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Random Pattern TestingRandom Pattern Testing

Bottom:Bottom:
RandomRandom--
PatternPattern
ResistantResistant
circuitcircuit

PseudoPseudo--Random Pattern Random Pattern 
GenerationGeneration

n StandardStandard Linear Feedback Shift RegisterLinear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR)(LFSR)
§ Produces patterns algorithmically Produces patterns algorithmically –– repeatablerepeatable
§ Has most of desirable random # propertiesHas most of desirable random # properties

n Need not cover all Need not cover all 22nn input combinationsinput combinations
n Long sequences needed for good fault coverageLong sequences needed for good fault coverage

Matrix Equation for Matrix Equation for 
Standard LFSRStandard LFSR

XX 00 (( tt + 1)+ 1)
XX 11 (( tt + 1)+ 1)

......
XX nn-- 33 (( tt + 1)+ 1)
XX nn-- 22 (( tt + 1)+ 1)
XX nn-- 11 (( tt + 1)+ 1)

11
00......
00
00
hh 11

00
11
......
00
00

hh 22

00
00......
00
00
11

……
……

……
……
……

00
00
......
11
00

hh nn-- 22

00
00
......
00
11

hh nn-- 11

XX 0 0 (( tt))
XX 1 1 (( tt))

......
XX nn-- 3 3 (( tt))
XX nn-- 2 2 (( tt))
XX nn-- 1 1 (( tt))

==

XX (( tt + 1) = + 1) = TTss XX (( tt)        )        (( TTss is is companion matrixcompanion matrix ))

LFSR Implements a LFSR Implements a 
Galois FieldGalois Field

§ Galois fieldGalois field (mathematical system):(mathematical system):
§ Multiplication by Multiplication by xx same as right shift of same as right shift of 

LFSRLFSR
§ Addition operator is XOR (Addition operator is XOR ( ))

§ TTs s companion matrix:companion matrix:
§ 11stst column 0, except column 0, except nnth element which is th element which is 

always 1 (always 1 (XX 00 always feedsalways feeds XXnn-- 11))
§ Rest of row Rest of row nn –– feedback coefficients feedback coefficients hh ii
§ Rest is identity matrix Rest is identity matrix II –– means a right shiftmeans a right shift

n NearNear-- exhaustive (maximal length) LFSRexhaustive (maximal length) LFSR
§ Cycles through Cycles through 22nn –– 11 states (excluding allstates (excluding all --0)0)
§ 1 pattern of 1 pattern of nn 1’s,  one of 1’s,  one of nn --11 consecutive 0’sconsecutive 0’s

⊕

Standard Standard nn--Stage LFSR Stage LFSR 
ImplementationImplementation

n AutocorrelationAutocorrelation –– any shifted sequence same as any shifted sequence same as 
original in original in 22 nn-- 11 –– 11 bits, differs in bits, differs in 22nn-- 11 bitsbits

n If If hh ii = 0= 0, that XOR gate is deleted, that XOR gate is deleted

LFSR TheoryLFSR Theory
n Cannot initialize to all 0’s Cannot initialize to all 0’s –– hangshangs
n If If XX is initial state, progresses through is initial state, progresses through 

states states XX , , TTss XX , , TTss
22 XX , , TTss

33 XX , …, …
n Matrix periodMatrix period ::

Smallest Smallest kk such that such that TTss
kk = I= I

§ kk LFSR cycle lengthLFSR cycle length
n Described by characteristic polynomial:Described by characteristic polynomial:

ff (( xx) = |) = |TTss –– I X I X ||
= 1 + = 1 + hh11 xx + + hh 22 xx 22 + … + + … + hhnn-- 11 xxnn-- 11 + + xxnn

≡
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LFSR Fault Coverage LFSR Fault Coverage 
ProjectionProjection

n Fault detection probability by a random numberFault detection probability by a random number
pp (( xx) ) dxdx == fraction of detectable faults with fraction of detectable faults with 

detection probability between detection probability between xx and and xx + + dxdx
§ pp (( xx) ) dxdx 00 when when 0    0    xx 11
§ pp (( xx) ) dxdx = 1= 1

n ExistExist p p (( xx)) dxdx faults with detection probability faults with detection probability xx
n Mean coverage of those faults is Mean coverage of those faults is x p x p (( xx)) dxdx
n Mean fault coverage Mean fault coverage yynn of 1of 1 stst nn vectors:vectors:

II (( nn) = 1 ) = 1 -- (1 (1 –– xx)) nn pp (( xx) ) dxdx

yynn 1 1 –– II (( nn)  +                        )  +                        (15.6)(15.6)nn
total faultstotal faults

≤≤
∫00

11

∫00
11

≥

≡

LFSR Fault Coverage & LFSR Fault Coverage & 
Vector Length EstimationVector Length Estimation

n RandomRandom--faultfault --detectiondetection (RFD) variable:(RFD) variable:
§ Vector # at which fault first detectedVector # at which fault first detected
§ ww ii # faults with RFD variable# faults with RFD variable ii

n So So pp (( xx) =) = ΣΣ wwii pp ii (( xx))

n nnss size of sample simulated; size of sample simulated; NN # test vectors# test vectors

n ww 00 nnss -- ΣΣ wwii
n Method:Method:
§ Estimate random first detect variables Estimate random first detect variables wwi i from from 

fault simulator using fault samplingfault simulator using fault sampling
§ Estimate Estimate II (( nn)) using book Equation 15.8using book Equation 15.8
§ Obtain test length by inverting Equation 15.6 Obtain test length by inverting Equation 15.6 

& solving numerically& solving numerically

ii = 1= 1

NN

≈

≡

≡

ii = 1= 1

NN

11
nnss

≡

Example External XOR Example External XOR 
LFSRLFSR

n Characteristic polynomial Characteristic polynomial ff (( xx) = 1 + ) = 1 + xx + + xx33

(read taps from right to left)(read taps from right to left)

External XOR LFSRExternal XOR LFSR

n Pattern sequence for example LFSR (earlier):Pattern sequence for example LFSR (earlier):

n Always have Always have 11 and and xxnn terms in polynomialterms in polynomial
n Never repeat an LFSR pattern more than 1 time Never repeat an LFSR pattern more than 1 time ––

Repeats same error vector, cancels fault effectRepeats same error vector, cancels fault effect
XX 00 (( tt + 1)+ 1)
XX 11 (( tt + 1)+ 1)
XX 22 (( tt + 1)+ 1)

00
00
11

11
00
11

00
11
00

XX 00 (( tt))
XX 11 (( tt))
XX 22 (( tt))

==

XX 00
XX 11
XX 22

11
00
00

00
00
11

00
11
00

11
00
11

00
11
11

11
11
11

11
11
00

11
00
00

00
00
11

……

Generic Modular LFSRGeneric Modular LFSR Modular Internal XOR LFSRModular Internal XOR LFSR
n Described by Described by companion matrixcompanion matrix TTmm = = TTss TT

n Internal XOR LFSR Internal XOR LFSR –– XOR gates in between D XOR gates in between D 
flipflip--flopsflops

n Equivalent to standard External XOR LFSREquivalent to standard External XOR LFSR
§ With a different state assignmentWith a different state assignment
§ Faster Faster –– usually does not matterusually does not matter
§ Same amount of hardwareSame amount of hardware

n XX (( t t + 1) = + 1) = TTmm x  x  XX (t)(t)
n ff (( xx) = | ) = | TTmm –– I XI X ||

= 1 + = 1 + hh 11 xx + + hh22 xx22 + … + + … + hh nn-- 11 xx nn-- 11 + + xx nn

n Right shift Right shift –– equivalent to multiplying by equivalent to multiplying by xx , , 
and then dividing by characteristic and then dividing by characteristic 
polynomial and storing the remainderpolynomial and storing the remainder
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Modular LFSR MatrixModular LFSR Matrix

XX 00 (( tt + 1)+ 1)
XX 11 (( tt + 1)+ 1)
XX 22 (( tt + 1)+ 1)

......
XX nn-- 33 (( tt + 1)+ 1)
XX nn-- 22 (( tt + 1)+ 1)
XX nn-- 11 (( tt + 1)+ 1)

00
00
11
......
00
00
00

00
00
00
......
00
11
00

00
11
00
......
00
00
00

……
……
……

……
……
……

00
00
00
......
00
00
11

11
hh 11
hh 22......

hh nn-- 33
hh nn-- 22
hh nn-- 11

XX 0 0 (( tt))
XX 1 1 (( tt))
XX 2 2 (( tt))

......
XX nn-- 3 3 (( tt))
XX nn-- 2 2 (( tt))
XX nn-- 1 1 (( tt))

==

00
00
00
......
00
00
00

Example Modular LFSRExample Modular LFSR

n ff (( xx) = 1 + ) = 1 + xx22 + + xx77 + + xx88

n Read LFSR tap coefficients from left to rightRead LFSR tap coefficients from left to right

Primitive PolynomialsPrimitive Polynomials
n Want LFSR to generate all possible Want LFSR to generate all possible 22 nn –– 11

patterns (except the allpatterns (except the all -- 0 pattern)0 pattern)
n Conditions for this Conditions for this –– must have a must have a primitive primitive 

polynomialpolynomial ::
§ MonicMonic –– coefficient of coefficient of xxnn term must be term must be 11

nModular LFSR Modular LFSR –– all D all D FF’s FF’s must right shift must right shift 
through through XOR’s XOR’s from from XX00 through through XX 11, …, , …, 
through through XXnn-- 11 , which must feed back , which must feed back 
directly to directly to XX00

nStandard LFSR Standard LFSR –– all D all D FF’s FF’s must right shift must right shift 
directly from directly from XXnn-- 11 through through XX nn-- 22, …, through , …, through 
XX 00, which must feed back into , which must feed back into XXnn-- 11 through through 
XORing XORing feedback networkfeedback network

§ Characteristic polynomial must divide Characteristic polynomial must divide 
the polynomial the polynomial 1 + 1 + xx kk for for kk = 2= 2nn –– 11, but , but 
not for any smaller k valuenot for any smaller k value
§ See Appendix B of book for tables of See Appendix B of book for tables of 

primitive polynomialsprimitive polynomials
n If If pp (( errorerror) = 0.5) = 0.5 , no difference between , no difference between 

behavior of primitive & nonbehavior of primitive & non --primitive primitive 
polynomialpolynomial

n But But pp (( errorerror)) is rarely is rarely = 0.5= 0.5 In that case, In that case, 
nonnon--primitive polynomial LFSR takes much primitive polynomial LFSR takes much 
longer to stabilize with random properties longer to stabilize with random properties 
than primitive polynomial LFSRthan primitive polynomial LFSR

Primitive Polynomials Primitive Polynomials 
(continued)(continued)

Primitive Polynomials Primitive Polynomials 
(continued)(continued)

Weighted PseudoWeighted Pseudo--Random Random 
Pattern GenerationPattern Generation

n If If pp (1)(1) at all PIs is at all PIs is 0.50.5,  ,  ppFF (1) = 0.5(1) = 0.588 = = 

n Will need enormous # of random patterns to Will need enormous # of random patterns to 
test a stucktest a stuck--at 0 fault on at 0 fault on F F - -- - LFSR LFSR pp (1) = 0.5(1) = 0.5
§ We must not use an ordinary LFSR to test We must not use an ordinary LFSR to test 

thisthis
n IBM IBM –– holds patents on weighted pseudoholds patents on weighted pseudo--

random pattern generator in ATErandom pattern generator in ATE

11
256256

255255
256256

11
256256pp FF (0) = 1 (0) = 1 –– ==

f 

F 
s-a-0

Weighted PseudoWeighted Pseudo--Random Random 
Pattern GeneratorPattern Generator

n LFSR LFSR pp (1) = 0.5(1) = 0.5
n Solution: Add programmable weight selection Solution: Add programmable weight selection 

and complement LFSR bits to get and complement LFSR bits to get p p (1)(1) ’s ’s 
other than other than 0.50.5

n Need 2Need 2 --3 weight sets for a typical circuit3 weight sets for a typical circuit
n Weighted pattern generator drastically Weighted pattern generator drastically 

shortens pattern length for pseudoshortens pattern length for pseudo--random random 
patternspatterns
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Weighted Pattern Gen.Weighted Pattern Gen.

ww 11
00
00
00
00

ww 22
00
00
11
11

InvInv..
00
11
00
11

pp (( outputoutput ))
½½
½½
¼¼

3/43/4

ww 11
11
11
11
11

ww 22
00
00
11
11

pp (( outputoutput ))
1/81/8
7/87/8

1/161/16
15/1615/16

InvInv..
00
11
00
11

Cellular Automata (CA)Cellular Automata (CA)
n Superior to LFSR Superior to LFSR –– even “more” randomeven “more” random
§ No shiftNo shift -- induced bit value correlationinduced bit value correlation
§ Can make LFSR more random with linear phase Can make LFSR more random with linear phase 

shiftershifter
n Regular connections Regular connections –– each cell only connects to each cell only connects to 

local neighborslocal neighbors
xxcc-- 11 (( tt) ) xxcc (( tt) ) xxcc +1+1 (( tt))

Gives CA cell connectionsGives CA cell connections
111   110   101  100   011  010   001  000111   110   101  100   011  010   001  000

n xx cc (( tt + 1)  0      1         0       1      1       0      1      0+ 1)  0      1         0       1      1       0      1      0

22 66 + 2+ 2 44 + 2+ 2 33 + 2+ 211 = 90= 90 Called Called Rule 90Rule 90
n xx cc (( tt + 1) = + 1) = xx cc-- 11 (( tt)     )     xx cc+1+1 (( tt))⊕

Cellular AutomatonCellular Automaton

n FiveFive-- stage hybrid cellular automatonstage hybrid cellular automaton
n Rule 150: Rule 150: xx cc (( tt + 1) = + 1) = xx cc-- 11 (( tt)   )   xx cc (( tt)    )    xxcc +1+1 (( tt))
n Alternate Rule 90 and Rule 150 CAAlternate Rule 90 and Rule 150 CA

⊕ ⊕

Test Pattern AugmentationTest Pattern Augmentation
n Secondary ROM Secondary ROM –– to get LFSR to 100% SAF to get LFSR to 100% SAF 

coveragecoverage
§ Add a small ROM with missing test Add a small ROM with missing test 

patternspatterns
§ Add extra circuit mode to Add extra circuit mode to Input MUXInput MUX –– shift shift 

to ROM patterns after LFSR doneto ROM patterns after LFSR done
§ Important to compact extra test patternsImportant to compact extra test patterns

n Use Use diffracterdiffracter ::
§ Generates cluster of patterns in Generates cluster of patterns in 

neighborhood of stored ROM patternneighborhood of stored ROM pattern
n Transform LFSR patterns into new vector setTransform LFSR patterns into new vector set
n Put LFSR and transformation hardware in fullPut LFSR and transformation hardware in full --

scan chainscan chain

Response CompactionResponse Compaction

n Severe amounts of data in CUT response to Severe amounts of data in CUT response to 
LFSR patterns LFSR patterns –– example:example:
§ Generate 5 million random patternsGenerate 5 million random patterns
§ CUT has 200 outputsCUT has 200 outputs
§ Leads to: Leads to: 5 million x 200 = 1 billion bits 5 million x 200 = 1 billion bits 

responseresponse
n Uneconomical to store and check all of these Uneconomical to store and check all of these 

responses on chipresponses on chip
n Responses must be compactedResponses must be compacted

DefinitionsDefinitions
n AliasingAliasing –– Due to information loss, signatures Due to information loss, signatures 

of good and some bad machines matchof good and some bad machines match
n CompactionCompaction –– Drastically reduce # bits in Drastically reduce # bits in 

original circuit response original circuit response –– lose informationlose information
n CompressionCompression –– Reduce # bits in original Reduce # bits in original 

circuit response circuit response –– no information loss no information loss –– fully fully 
invertibleinvertible (can get back original response)(can get back original response)

n Signature analysisSignature analysis –– Compact good machine Compact good machine 
response into response into good machine signaturegood machine signature .   .   
Actual signature generated during testing, Actual signature generated during testing, 
and compared with good machine signatureand compared with good machine signature

n Transition Count Response CompactionTransition Count Response Compaction ––
Count # transitions from 0 Count # transitions from 0 1 and 1 1 and 1 0 as 0 as 
a signaturea signature
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Transition CountingTransition Counting Transition Counting Transition Counting 
DetailsDetails

n Transition count:Transition count:

CC (( RR) =   ) =   ΣΣ (( rr ii rr ii -- 11)) for all for all mm primary outputsprimary outputs

n To maximize fault coverage:To maximize fault coverage:
§ Make Make CC (( RR0)0) –– good machine transition good machine transition 

count count –– as large or as small as possibleas large or as small as possible

ii = 1= 1

mm
⊕

LFSR for Response LFSR for Response 
CompactionCompaction

n Use Use cyclic redundancy check codecyclic redundancy check code (CRCC) (CRCC) 
generator (LFSR) for response compactergenerator (LFSR) for response compacter

n Treat data bits from circuit POs to be compacted Treat data bits from circuit POs to be compacted 
as a decreasing order coefficient polynomialas a decreasing order coefficient polynomial

n CRCC divides the PO polynomial by its CRCC divides the PO polynomial by its 
characteristic polynomialcharacteristic polynomial
§ Leaves remainder of division in LFSRLeaves remainder of division in LFSR
§ Must initialize LFSR to Must initialize LFSR to seed valueseed value (usually 0) (usually 0) 

before testingbefore testing
n After testing After testing –– compare signature in LFSR to compare signature in LFSR to 

known good machine signatureknown good machine signature
n Critical:  Must compute good machine signatureCritical:  Must compute good machine signature

Example Modular LFSR Example Modular LFSR 
Response CompacterResponse Compacter

n LFSR seed value is “00000”LFSR seed value is “00000”

Polynomial DivisionPolynomial Division

Logic simulation:  Logic simulation:  RemainderRemainder = 1 + = 1 + xx22 + + xx 33

0    1    0    1    0    0    0    10    1    0    1    0    0    0    1
0 0 xx00 + 1  + 1  xx 11 + 0  + 0  xx22 + 1  + 1  xx 33 + 0  + 0  xx44 + 0  + 0  xx 55 + 0  + 0  xx66

+ 1  + 1  xx77

InputsInputs
Initial StateInitial State

11
00
00
00
11
00
11
00

XX 00

00
11
00
00
00
11
11
11
11

XX 11

00
00
11
00
00
00
00
11
00

XX 22

00
00
00
11
00
00
00
00
11

XX 33

00
00
00
00
11
00
11
00
11

XX 44

00
00
00
00
00
11
00
11
00

..
..............

LogicLogic
Simulation:Simulation:

Symbolic Polynomial Symbolic Polynomial 
DivisionDivision

xx 22

xx 77

xx 77

+ 1+ 1

+ + xx55

xx55

xx55

+ + xx33

+ + xx33

+ + xx33

xx33

+ + xx22

+ + xx22

+ + xx22

+ + xx

+ + xx
+ + xx + 1+ 1

+ 1+ 1

xx 55 + + xx 33 + + xx + 1+ 1

remainderremainder

Remainder matches that from logic simulationRemainder matches that from logic simulation
of the response compacter!of the response compacter!
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MultipleMultiple--Input Signature Input Signature 
Register (MISR)Register (MISR)

n Problem with ordinary LFSR response Problem with ordinary LFSR response 
compacter:compacter:
§ Too much hardware if one of these is put on Too much hardware if one of these is put on 

each each primary output primary output (PO)(PO)
n Solution: MISR Solution: MISR –– compacts all outputs into one compacts all outputs into one 

LFSRLFSR
§ Works because LFSR is linear Works because LFSR is linear –– obeys obeys 

superposition principlesuperposition principle
§ Superimpose all responses in one LFSR Superimpose all responses in one LFSR ––

final remainder is XOR sum of remainders of final remainder is XOR sum of remainders of 
polynomial divisions of each PO by the polynomial divisions of each PO by the 
characteristic polynomialcharacteristic polynomial

MISR Matrix EquationMISR Matrix Equation

n dd ii (( tt)) –– output response on output response on POPOii at time at time tt

XX 00 (( tt + 1)+ 1)
XX 11 (( tt + 1)+ 1)

......
XX nn-- 33 (( tt + 1)+ 1)
XX nn-- 22 (( tt + 1)+ 1)
XX nn-- 11 (( tt + 1)+ 1)

11
00
......
00
00
hh 11

00
00
......
00
00
11

……
……

……
……
……

00
00
......
11
00

hh nn-- 22

00
00
......
00
11

hh nn-- 11

XX 0 0 (( tt))
XX 1 1 (( tt))

......
XX nn-- 3 3 (( tt))
XX nn-- 2 2 (( tt))
XX nn-- 1 1 (( tt))

==

dd 0 0 (( tt))
dd 1 1 (( tt))

......
dd nn-- 3 3 (( tt))
dd nn-- 2 2 (( tt))
dd nn-- 1 1 (( tt))

++

Modular MISR ExampleModular MISR Example

XX 00 (( tt + 1)+ 1)
XX 11 (( tt + 1)+ 1)
XX 22 (( tt + 1)+ 1)

00
00
11

00
11
00

11
11
00

==
XX 0 0 (( tt))
XX 1 1 (( tt))
XX 22 (( tt))

dd 0 0 (( tt))
dd 1 1 (( tt))
dd 22 (( tt))

++

Multiple Signature CheckingMultiple Signature Checking
n Use 2 different testing epochs:Use 2 different testing epochs:
§ 11stst with MISR with 1 polynomialwith MISR with 1 polynomial
§ 22ndnd with MISR with different polynomialwith MISR with different polynomial

n Reduces probability of Reduces probability of aliasing aliasing ––
§ Very unlikely that both polynomials will Very unlikely that both polynomials will 

alias for the same faultalias for the same fault
n Low hardware cost:Low hardware cost:
§ A few XOR gates for the 2A few XOR gates for the 2 ndnd MISR MISR 

polynomialpolynomial
§ A 2A 2--1 MUX to select between two feedback 1 MUX to select between two feedback 

polynomialspolynomials

Aliasing Aliasing ProbabilityProbability
n Aliasing Aliasing –– when bad machine signature when bad machine signature 

equals good machine signatureequals good machine signature
n Consider error vector Consider error vector ee (( nn)) at POsat POs
§ Set to a 1 when good and faulty machines Set to a 1 when good and faulty machines 

differ at the PO at time differ at the PO at time tt
n PP alal aliasing aliasing probabilityprobability
n pp probability of 1 inprobability of 1 in ee (( nn))
n Aliasing Aliasing limits:limits:
§ 0  < 0  < pp ½, ½, ppkk PP alal (1 (1 –– pp)) kk

§ ½  ½  pp 1,   (1 1,   (1 –– pp)) kk PP al al pp kk

≡

≤

≤≤

≤≤≤

≤

≡

Aliasing Aliasing Probability GraphProbability Graph
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Additional MISR Additional MISR AliasingAliasing

n MISR has more MISR has more aliasing aliasing than LFSR on single POthan LFSR on single PO
§ Error in CUT output Error in CUT output dd jj at at tt ii , followed by error , followed by error 

in output in output dd jj +h+h at at tt ii +h+h, eliminates any , eliminates any 
signature error if no feedback tap in MISR signature error if no feedback tap in MISR 
between bits between bits QQjj and and QQjj +h+h..

Aliasing Aliasing TheoremsTheorems
n Theorem 15.1Theorem 15.1 : Assuming that each circuit PO : Assuming that each circuit PO dd ijij

has probability has probability p p of being in error, and that all of being in error, and that all 
outputs outputs dd ijij are independent, in a are independent, in a kk --bit MISR,        bit MISR,        
PP alal = 1/(2= 1/(2kk),), regardless of initial condition of regardless of initial condition of 
MISR.   Not exactly true MISR.   Not exactly true –– true in practice.true in practice.

n Theorem 15.2Theorem 15.2 : Assuming that each PO : Assuming that each PO dd ijij has has 

probability probability pp jj of being in error, where the of being in error, where the pp jj
probabilities are independent, and that all probabilities are independent, and that all 
outputs outputs dd ijij are independent, in a are independent, in a kk --bit MISR,      bit MISR,      
PP alal = 1/(2= 1/(2kk),), regardless of the initial condition.regardless of the initial condition.

Experiment HardwareExperiment Hardware

n 3 bit exhaustive binary counter for pattern  3 bit exhaustive binary counter for pattern  
generatorgenerator

Transition Counting vs. LFSRTransition Counting vs. LFSR
n LFSR aliases for LFSR aliases for f f sa1sa1, transition counter for , transition counter for 

aa sa1sa1

PatternPattern
abcabc
000000
001001
010010
011011
100100
101101
110110
111111

Transition CountTransition Count
LFSRLFSR

GoodGood
00
11
00
00
00
11
11
11

33
001001

a sa1sa1
00
11
11
11
00
11
11
11

SignaturesSignatures
33

101101

ff sa1sa1
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11

00
001001

b sa1sa1
00
00
00
00
11
11
11
11

11
010010

ResponsesResponses

SummarySummary
n LFSR pattern generator and MISR response LFSR pattern generator and MISR response 

compacter compacter –– preferred BIST methodspreferred BIST methods
n BIST has overheads: test controller, extra BIST has overheads: test controller, extra 

circuit delay, Input MUX, pattern generator, circuit delay, Input MUX, pattern generator, 
response compacter, DFT to initialize circuit & response compacter, DFT to initialize circuit & 
test the test hardwaretest the test hardware

n BIST benefits:BIST benefits:
§ AtAt --speed testing for delay & stuckspeed testing for delay & stuck--at faultsat faults
§ Drastic ATE cost reductionDrastic ATE cost reduction
§ Field test capabilityField test capability
§ Faster diagnosis during system testFaster diagnosis during system test
§ Less effort to design testing processLess effort to design testing process
§ Shorter test application timesShorter test application times


